Spontaneous and experimental conversion of a regressing subordinate follicle of wave 1 to the dominant follicle of wave 2 in heifers.
Examination of daily ultrasound records from a previous study indicated that spontaneous conversion of a regressing largest subordinate follicle (SF) of wave 1 (SF1) to the dominant follicle (DF) of wave 2 (DF2) occurred on Day 6 or 7 (Day 0 = ovulation) in two of 28 heifers (7%). A conversion was considered definitive on the basis of no other SFs in the same ovary as SF1, thereby avoiding error in maintaining follicle identity. Spontaneous conversion appeared to involve an FSH fluctuation. In a separate study, experimental conversion of SF1 to DF2 was studied by ultrasonic imaging every 6 hours after ablating follicles other than SF1 when DF of wave 1 was close to 11.0 mm (hour 0). Diameter of SF1 decreased (P < 0.01) between hours -6 (7.8 ± 0.3 mm) and 0 (7.6 ± 0.3 mm). A decrease of 0.1 to 0.8 mm occurred in each heifer, indicating that SF1 was in early regression at hour 0. Conversion occurred in four of 12 (33%) heifers. A diameter increase (P < 0.05) in DF2 after conversion from SF1 occurred between hours 6 and 12. An increase (P < 0.05) in FSH occurred by hour 12 with and without conversion of SF1. Concentration of FSH at each of hours 30 to 48 was greater (P < 0.05) for nonconversion than that for conversion of SF1 to DF2 and greater (P < 0.05) for conversion than that for the basal concentration in controls (n = 7). The hypothesis that a regressing SF1 can be converted to DF2 by ablating other follicles was supported.